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upcoming
• Question: Can anyone access the Moodle page now?  (All it has is a 

link to Echo360 lecture video recordings) 
• Brendan's OH: Monday, 11am-noon, room CS 238.  Starting 2/12 

• Come to discuss anything—in this course or otherwise! 
• Can add alternate meetings—please ask (but I'm busy after class) 

• Chloe's OH: Tuesday, time TBA 
• HW1 released tomorrow; due in 1.5 weeks
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• Tuesday, 6-7pm: Hands-on Python setup & tutorial, 
run by Pracha, one of your UCAs 

• Location: Hasbrouck HAS0138 
• Python installation with anaconda, and basics of the 

python environment. 
• How to run python with command line, and how to create 

parameter for command line (w and w/o argparse library). 
• How to to use Jupyter notebook.



roadmap

• Introduce text classification 
• Method #1: Manually-defined rules and 

keywords 
• Method #2: Supervised learning 

• Naive Bayes model 
• next week: logistic regression model
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text classification

• input: some text x (e.g., sentence, document) 
• output: a label y (from a finite, smallish, label 

set) 
• goal: learn a mapping function f from x to y
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text classification

• input: some text x (e.g., sentence, document) 
• output: a label y (from a finite label set) 
• goal: learn a mapping function f from x to y
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fyi: basically every NLP problem 
reduces to learning a mapping function 

with various definitions of x and y!
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problem x y

sentiment analysis text from reviews (e.g., 
IMDB) {positive, negative}

topic identification documents {sports, news, health, …}

author identification books {Tolkien, Shakespeare, 
…}

spam identification emails {spam, not spam}

… many more!
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input x:

label y: spam or not spam

we’d like to learn a mapping f such that 
f(x) = spam



Demo: Keyword count classifier

• Let's consider this task: 
sentiment classification of movie reviews 

• Can manually defined keyword lists be a 
useful indicator of text sentiment? 

• For each category, define set of words 
• Predict a category if many of its words are used 

• Let's try manually defined keywords! 
• Sending link on Piazza/email
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f can be hand-designed rules

• if “won $10,000,000” in x, y = spam 
• if “CS485” in x, y = not spam
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what are the drawbacks of this method?



f can be learned from data

• given training data (already-labeled x,y pairs) 
learn f by maximizing the likelihood of the 
training data 

• this is known as supervised learning
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x (email text) y (spam or not spam)

learn how to fly in 2 minutes spam

send me your bank info spam

CS585 Gradescope consent poll not spam

click here for trillions of $$$ spam

… ideally many more examples!

x (email text) y (spam or not spam)

CS485 important update not spam

ancient unicorns speaking english!!! spam

training data:

heldout data:
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x (email text) y (spam or not spam)

learn how to fly in 2 minutes spam

send me your bank info spam

CS585 Gradescope consent poll not spam

click here for trillions of $$$ spam

… ideally many more examples!

x (email text) y (spam or not spam)

CS485 important update not spam

ancient unicorns speaking english!!! spam

training data:

heldout data:

learn mapping function on training data, 
measure its accuracy on heldout data



probability review
• random variable    takes value    with 

probability              ; shorthand  

• joint probability:  

• conditional probability:  

• when does 
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p(X = x, Y = y)
p(x)

X x
p(X = x)

p(X = x ∣ Y = y)

= p(X = x, Y = y)
p(Y = y)

p(X = x, Y = y) = p(X = x) ⋅ p(Y = y) ?



probability of some input text
• goal: assign a probability to a sentence 

• sentence: sequence of tokens


•             where    is the vocabulary (types)

• some constraints:
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p(w1, w2, w3, …, wn)

wi ∈ V V

for any w ∈ V, p(w) ≥ 0

∑
w∈V

p(w) = 1

non-negativity

probability 
distribution, 
sums to 1



toy sentiment example

• vocabulary V: {i, hate, love, the, movie, actor} 
• training data (movie reviews): 

• i hate the movie 
• i love the movie 
• i hate the actor 
• the movie i love 
• i love love love love love the movie 
• hate movie 
• i hate the actor i love the movie
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labels: 
positive 
negative



bag-of-words representation
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i hate the actor i love the movie



bag-of-words representation
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i hate the actor i love the movie

word count

i 2

hate 1

love 1

the 2

movie 1

actor 1



bag-of-words representation
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i hate the actor i love the movie

word count

i 2

hate 1

love 1

the 2

movie 1

actor 1

equivalent representation to: 
actor i i the the love movie hate



naive Bayes

• assumption: each word is independent of all 
other words, conditional on document label 
 
 

• given labeled data, we can use naive Bayes 
to estimate probabilities for unlabeled data 

• goal: infer probability distribution that 
generated the labeled data for each label
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which of the below word distributions 
looks like one found in positive reviews?

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

i hate love the movie actor
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

i hate love the movie actor



… back to our reviews
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p(i love love love love love the movie)
= p(i) ⋅ p(love)5 ⋅ p(the) ⋅ p(movie)

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

i hate love the movie actor
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

i hate love the movie actor

= 5.95374181e-7 = 1.4467592e-4



logs to avoid underflow
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p(w1) ⋅ p(w2) ⋅ p(w3) … ⋅ p(wn)

log∏p(wi) = ∑ log p(wi)

can get really small esp. with large n

p(i) ⋅ p(love)5 ⋅ p(the) ⋅ p(movie) = 5.95374181e-7
log p(i) + 5 log p(love) + log p(the) + log p(movie)

= -14.3340757538

[This implementation trick is very common in ML and NLP]



class conditional probabilities
Bayes rule (ex: x = sentence, y = label in {pos, neg})
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p(y |x) = p(y) ⋅ P(x |y)
p(x)

our predicted label is the one with the highest 
posterior probability, i.e.,



class conditional probabilities
Bayes rule (ex: x = sentence, y = label in {pos, neg})
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p(y |x) = p(y) ⋅ P(x |y)
p(x)

posterior
prior likelihood

our predicted label is the one with the highest 
posterior probability, i.e.,

̂y = arg max
y∈Y

p(y) ⋅ P(x |y)
what happened to 

the denominator???



argmax notation
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computing the prior…
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• i hate the movie 
• i love the movie 
• i hate the actor 
• the movie i love 
• i love love love love love the movie 
• hate movie 
• i hate the actor i love the movie

p(y) lets us encode inductive bias about the labels
we can estimate it from the data by simply counting…

label y count p(Y=y) log(p(Y=y))

POS 3 0.43 -0.84

NEG 4 0.57 -0.56



computing the likelihood…
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word count p(w | y)

i 3 0.19

hate 0 0.00

love 7 0.44

the 3 0.19

movie 3 0.19

actor 0 0.00

total 16

p(X | y=POS) p(X | y=NEG)

word count p(w | y)

i 4 0.22

hate 4 0.22

love 1 0.06

the 4 0.22

movie 3 0.17

actor 2 0.11

total 18
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word count p(w | y)

i 3 0.19

hate 0 0.00

love 7 0.44

the 3 0.19

movie 3 0.19

actor 0 0.00

total 16

p(X | y=POS) p(X | y=NEG)

word count p(w | y)

i 4 0.22

hate 4 0.22

love 1 0.06

the 4 0.22

movie 3 0.17

actor 2 0.11

total 18

new review Xnew: love love the movie

log p(Xnew |POS) = ∑
w∈Xnew

log p(w |POS) = − 4.96

log p(Xnew |NEG) = − 8.91



posterior probs for Xnew
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log p(POS |Xnew) ∝ log P(POS) + log p(Xnew |POS)
= − 0.84 − 4.96 = − 5.80

log p(NEG |Xnew) ∝ − 0.56 − 8.91 = − 9.47

What does NB predict?



Naive Bayes
• Assumptions 

 
 

• Steps to use 
• 1. Training:  learn p(y) and p(w|y) parameters for 

all classes and words, based on their counts in 
labeled training data 

• 2. Prediction:  given learned parameters, for new 
doc, use Bayes Rule to predict posterior 
probability of class labels
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what if we see no positive training documents 
containing the word  “awesome”?
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p(awesome |POS) = 0

p
more is awesome Pos

p fume t p is t pCanesme

O
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what happens if we do  
add-α smoothing as α increases?

unsmoothed P(wi |y) = count(wi, y)
∑w∈V count(w, y)

Add-) (pseudocount) smoothing

smoothed P(wi |y) = count(wi, y) + α
∑w∈V count(w, y) + α |V |

Relative Fun Estimate T

e

at a C Is



Example: Training
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4.3 • WORKED EXAMPLE 7

4.3 Worked example

Let’s walk through an example of training and testing naive Bayes with add-one
smoothing. We’ll use a sentiment analysis domain with the two classes positive
(+) and negative (-), and take the following miniature training and test documents
simplified from actual movie reviews.

Cat Documents
Training - just plain boring

- entirely predictable and lacks energy
- no surprises and very few laughs
+ very powerful
+ the most fun film of the summer

Test ? predictable with no fun

The prior P(c) for the two classes is computed via Eq. 4.11 as Nc
Ndoc

:

P(�) =
3
5

P(+) =
2
5

The word with doesn’t occur in the training set, so we drop it completely (as
mentioned above, we don’t use unknown word models for naive Bayes). The like-
lihoods from the training set for the remaining three words “predictable”, “no”, and
“fun”, are as follows, from Eq. 4.14 (computing the probabilities for the remainder
of the words in the training set is left as an exercise for the reader):

P(“predictable”|�) =
1+1

14+20
P(“predictable”|+) =

0+1
9+20

P(“no”|�) =
1+1

14+20
P(“no”|+) =

0+1
9+20

P(“fun”|�) =
0+1

14+20
P(“fun”|+) =

1+1
9+20

For the test sentence S = “predictable with no fun”, after removing the word ‘with’,
the chosen class, via Eq. 4.9, is therefore computed as follows:

P(�)P(S|�) =
3
5
⇥ 2⇥2⇥1

343 = 6.1⇥10�5

P(+)P(S|+) =
2
5
⇥ 1⇥1⇥2

293 = 3.2⇥10�5

The model thus predicts the class negative for the test sentence.

4.4 Optimizing for Sentiment Analysis

While standard naive Bayes text classification can work well for sentiment analysis,
some small changes are generally employed that improve performance.

First, for sentiment classification and a number of other text classification tasks,
whether a word occurs or not seems to matter more than its frequency. Thus it often
improves performance to clip the word counts in each document at 1 (see the end

Add f

Inna

PC 7
32 PC 7 3

plpmdiitablel 7

I.tt



Example: Prediction
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10 CHAPTER 4 • NAIVE BAYES, TEXT CLASSIFICATION, AND SENTIMENT

• Claims you can be removed from the list
For other tasks, like language id—determining what language a given piecelanguage id

of text is written in—the most effective naive Bayes features are not words at all,
but character n-grams, 2-grams (‘zw’) 3-grams (‘nya’, ‘ Vo’), or 4-grams (‘ie z’,
‘thei’), or, even simpler byte n-grams, where instead of using the multibyte Unicode
character representations called codepoints, we just pretend everything is a string of
raw bytes. Because spaces count as a byte, byte n-grams can model statistics about
the beginning or ending of words. A widely used naive Bayes system, langid.py
(Lui and Baldwin, 2012) begins with all possible n-grams of lengths 1-4, using fea-
ture selection to winnow down to the most informative 7000 final features.

Language ID systems are trained on multilingual text, such as Wikipedia (Wiki-
pedia text in 68 different languages was used in (Lui and Baldwin, 2011)), or newswire.
To make sure that this multilingual text correctly reflects different regions, dialects,
and socioeconomic classes, systems also add Twitter text in many languages geo-
tagged to many regions (important for getting world English dialects from countries
with large Anglophone populations like Nigeria or India), Bible and Quran transla-
tions, slang websites like Urban Dictionary, corpora of African American Vernacular
English (Blodgett et al., 2016), and so on (Jurgens et al., 2017).

4.6 Naive Bayes as a Language Model

As we saw in the previous section, naive Bayes classifiers can use any sort of fea-
ture: dictionaries, URLs, email addresses, network features, phrases, and so on. But
if, as in the previous section, we use only individual word features, and we use all
of the words in the text (not a subset), then naive Bayes has an important similar-
ity to language modeling. Specifically, a naive Bayes model can be viewed as a
set of class-specific unigram language models, in which the model for each class
instantiates a unigram language model.

Since the likelihood features from the naive Bayes model assign a probability to
each word P(word|c), the model also assigns a probability to each sentence:

P(s|c) =
Y

i2positions

P(wi|c) (4.15)

Thus consider a naive Bayes model with the classes positive (+) and negative (-)
and the following model parameters:

w P(w|+) P(w|-)
I 0.1 0.2
love 0.1 0.001
this 0.01 0.01
fun 0.05 0.005
film 0.1 0.1
... ... ...

Each of the two columns above instantiates a language model that can assign a
probability to the sentence “I love this fun film”:

P(“I love this fun film”|+) = 0.1⇥0.1⇥0.01⇥0.05⇥0.1 = 0.0000005
P(“I love this fun film”|�) = 0.2⇥0.001⇥0.01⇥0.005⇥0.1 = .0000000010

Model Parameters New doc x =

P(+) =

P(–) =

I love
5

PG PC I love t

5
05 Pls 1 7 Pln D

By
x KE

PH PSI love 7
IN of x 2 x 001

Smaller



Other details

• Binarization 
• Issue: overcounting word repetitions 
• Solution: 

 
 

• Negation handling 
• Issue: 
• Solution: heuristic
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I love love love MIRKae

I
Pretend a word out p just 1



Evaluation
• Must assess accuracy on held-out data. 

• Train/test split 
• (Alternative: cross-validation) 

• Must tune hyperparameters (e.g. pseudocount) 
on a "development" or "tuning" set. 

• Train/dev/test split
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